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Greek organizations continue
to see lower recruitment levels
EVEY WEISBLAT
NEWS EDITOR

CAMERON MESSINIDES
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In the last two years, recruitment numbers for fraternities, sororities and societies at
Kenyon have dipped. While this year saw an increase of pledges from the previous year,
Greek organizations have yet to reach their pre-2017 recruitment levels.
Recruitment numbers for spring of 2016 and 2017 were in the high 170s, but they have
dropped dramatically since. In 2018, Greek organizations received only 146 pledges; the
number has risen slightly this year, at 160 recruits thus far.
Assistant Director of Student Engagement Ashley Rastetter, who oversees Greek
Council and the eleven Greek organizations on campus, speculated that the dropping
numbers are related to the nationwide influx of fraternity-related deaths over the past
two years. “Our national landscape of fraternity and sorority life outside of Kenyon is
changing,” Rastetter said.
Rastetter mentioned, among others, the death of Timothy Piazza at Pennsylvania
State in February 2017. Piazza, a member of the Beta Theta Pi fraternity, died after a
night of hazing incidents involving excessive drinking. “Those were pretty big household-name hazing cases,” she said.
While some Greek organizations have struggled to recruit, others have flourished:
Both Alpha Delta Phi (ADs) and Beta Theta Pi (Betas) saw dramatic increases in pledge
numbers. The ADs increased their recruitment numbers from 12 in 2018 to 17 this year.
Beta recruitments more than tripled with 25 recruits this year, up from eight the year
before.
This year’s figures also represent the largest recruitment range of any two fraternities
or sororities. Compared to the Beta’s record number of recruits, Delta Phi (D-Phis) secured merely three new pledges. Only marginally better off was Phi Kappa Sigma (PhiKaps), with four pledges total.
When asked whether these disparities could be attributed to the suspension of Delta
Kappa Epsilon (DKE) last year, Rastetter said she didn’t see that in the data.
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Community mourns Joyce
Klein, co-founder of Friday
Cafe and Gambier Craft Sale
EVEY WEISBLAT
NEWS EDITOR

Joyce Klein, perhaps best-known at
Kenyon for her beloved Friday Cafe,
passed away in her sleep on Feb. 5,
2019.
She joined the Gambier community
in 1968, when her husband, Professor
Emeritus of English William F. Klein,
accepted a position at the College. At
the time of her death, she was being
treated for cancer in Maine, where the
family spent their summers.
Klein will be remembered for her
many contributions to the Gambier
and Knox County community, most
notably Friday Cafe. Conceived in
the mid-1970’s by Klein and longtime
business partner and friend Peggy Turgeon, Friday Cafe brightened the Gambier community with delicious homecooked meals, including Moosewood
Chili, Georgian Cheese Bread and coffee with the “works” — dark chocolate,
whipped cream and sugar.

Victoria Baumann, who worked
with Klein at Friday Cafe, described
her as a generous friend with an adventurous spirit and a passion for nourishing people.
“Over the years we cooked together
in a variety of venues on and off campus, but it was Friday Cafe that meant
the most to Joyce,” Baumann said. “Almost 50 years of bringing together the
community for a simple home-cooked
delicious meal, getting involved with
the student workers and laughing with
her longtime crew.”
Aside from running Friday Cafe,
Klein also co-founded the annual
Gambier Craft Sale, volunteered for
Habitat for Humanity and the Knox
County Democratic Party and catered
a number of events for the College
throughout the years.
Joyce Klein is survived by her husband William F. Klein, as well as her
three children: Thomas Klein ’90,
Anna Klein-Christie ’93 and Michael
Klein ’99.

Texts for 100- and 200-level classes are available in Library B. | CHUZHU ZHONG

New LBIS service to focus on
course textbook affordability
BETÜL AYDIN
NEWS EDITOR

This semester, in an effort to help students save money, Library and Information Services (LBIS) has made all books
assigned for 100- and 200-level classes
available on course reserve at the circulation desk in Library B.
The new program arose from talks
between Director of Collection Services
Chris Hudson and General Manager of
the Kenyon Bookstore Angus MacDonell

after they attended a conference sponsored by OhioLink last fall on affordability for course materials. It is a joint project
between Collection Services, which purchases items for the library, and Access
Services, which operates circulation and
reserves. The Bookstore provided library
staff with the list of courses and required
textbooks.
Previously, the books on reserve were
dependent on the professors’ requests.
Over 500 books for 104 different courses are currently on reserve. page 4
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Village of Gambier considers
development opportunities
KAYLEIGH MCCOY
STAFF WRITER

At the recent Village of Gambier Council
meeting held on Jan 4, members heard a presentation from Jeff Gotke, vice president of the Knox
County Area Development Fund, on two development and revitalization projects that have invited the Village’s participation.
The first project involves the Knox County
Land Bank, a “quasi-governmental agency . . .
whose purpose is to deal with property no one
wants anymore,” according to Gotke. Land
banks acquire properties that are vacant, abandoned and tax-delinquent. Land banks do not
have to put the property up for public bid or sell
it for back taxes. “The Land Bank’s goal is to find
the highest and best use of a property, not just
who has the most money on the day of the sale,”
Gotke said.
Land banks are able to sell property to people
for only a few thousand dollars, provided they fix
it up and make good use of it, such as converting it for public use as in a park or garden. “Land
banks serve a community revitalization function
as well as just returning houses to the tax rolls,”
Gotke said.
After several minutes of questioning the specifics of its operations, the Council appeared enthusiastic about the idea of letting the Land Bank
operate in Gambier. “There are . . . distressed
towns that love their land bank . . . this really does
spruce up neighborhoods,” Mayor Kachen Kim-

mel said. In order for the Land Bank to operate,
the mayor must sign a contract to allow it to act
within the municipality; this resolution will be
on the agenda for the next meeting.
Next, Gotke spoke about the Knox County
Area Development Foundation’s proposal to
help the county villages with strategic planning.
The Foundation has promised to provide complete financial support for every village to create
their own development plan by 2019. The Knox
County Area Development Foundation will cover all of the costs, while the Village of Gambier
will have considerable choice in which projects
it pursues. The main requirement is that Gambier work with other villages in Knox County to
select a vendor to undertake the developmetnal
projects. “I think it’s very exciting for the Village; it’s something I’d hoped for for a long time,”
Kimmell said The vote to accept or reject the
project will also be on the next meeting’s agenda.
After these presentations, Mark Kohlman,
Kenyon’s chief business officer, spoke about the
current construction projects in downtown
Gambier. “Most of the Village project is done,
[and] the Chilito’s restaurant people are starting
to do their work inside,” Kohlman said. An extension has been granted concerning the event
space in the third new building, which will now
begin construction in the summer. The Council
also discussed traffic concerns in the construction area and a possible renovation of the Gambier Community Center.

Schedule of events:
Black History Month
February 10 Film Screening: The Hate U Give, from 6-8 p.m. in Higley Auditorium
February 11 Film Screening and Discussion: Dark Girls, from 6-8
p.m. in Higley Auditorium
February 12 Keynote Address: Race, Love, and Liberation, at 7 p.m.
in Brandi Recital Hall
February 16 Poetry Reading with Rudy Francisco, from 6-8 p.m. in
Peirce Pub
February 21 Panel Discussion: Race in the Classroom,from 11:10am12 p.m. in the Community Foundation Theater of Gund Gallery
February 25 Book Club Discussion: Time on Two Crosses: The
Collected Writings of Bayard Rustin, from 11:10 am-12 p.m. in the
Cheever Room in Finn House (limited number of free copies available in Office of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion)
February 26 Vigil: Black-Out Day for Trayvon and All Those Before
and After Him, at 10:15 p.m. on the steps of Rosse Hall
Readings from the African Diaspora, Feb. 28 from 11:10 a.m.-12 p.m.
in Peirce Lounge
February 28 Lecture: The Fierce Legacy of James Baldwin: On
Love, Race, and Sexuality, from 6-8 p.m. in Hayes 101

Paid Advertisement

Number of students pledging
sororities continues to rise
Continued from Page 1

“I will say the numbers of how many new
members the orgs are taking are pretty consistent,” she said. “So I don’t see one fraternity or
sorority taking 20 more new members the orgs
are taking are pretty consistent,” she said. “So
I don’t see one fraternity or sorority taking 20
more new members to make up for the lack of
that one organization.”
Since 2016, there has been an increase in
students pledging sororities: In 2016, sororities
received 38 recruits, accounting for 21 percent
of recruitment that year. This number has increased to 45 in 2017, 57 in 2018 and was 51 this
year. Rastetter said that sororities in general are
more selective, which may account for why few-

er students wanting to join them receive a bid.
“I know a lot of the students that don’t receive
a bid, or an invitation to join, are those students
that are interested in sorority recruitment,” she
said. “And so I think that that’s probably a much
larger discussion. Are sororities just not taking a
lot of new members, or are students just not interested in those sororities anymore?”
In general, Rastetter said she wishes to create a more positive environment around Greek
life at Kenyon. She said that the media often
downplays the role of service and philanthropy,
while highlighting the more infamous aspects
of Greek organizations. “I think that there are
many organizations that really pride themselves
in providing an experience that’s developing a
student holistically outside of their academic experience,” she said.

CORRECTIONS
In the January 31 article “‘I Love the Female Orgasm’ event promotes sex positivity,” The
Collegian incorrectly described Dorian Solot as Marshall Miller’s “previous partner.” The
Collegian regrets this error.
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CDO develops Professor’s project celebrates Gullah culture
new career
network, KCN
ELLIE KLEE
NEWS ASSISTANT

BETÜL AYDIN
NEWS EDITOR

Students searching for summer internships
have a new platform they can use: the Kenyon
Career Network (KCN). Finding internships is
one of the many features of KCN, which aims
to connect students with alumni and parents.
The Career Development Office (CDO)
launched KCN earlier this academic year, introducing it first to alumni in October and to
the student body in the first week of January.
Currently, there are over 1,800 members on the
system, of which 435 are Kenyon students.
Dean for Career Development Holly McCormack had the idea to create the platform
last fall. Through her conversations with alumni, she heard that they wanted to find an easier
way to connect with students. Upon her return
to campus, the CDO started to talk about different options to make that happen.
Assistant Director for Career Development
Jazz Glastra ’11, who joined the CDO staff in
August, began spearheading the project at the
beginning of this academic year.
“It’s a great way to get some ideas about
where you want to go after Kenyon,” Glastra
said. “I think there’s often a misconception
that networking is for people who know exactly what they want to do… I don’t think that
should be the case; it’s a really useful thing for
students who don’t know what they want to do,
to be able to explore different career options.”
In addition to posting internships, alumni
on KCN can also provide students with career
advice, job shadow opportunities, homestay offers, resume reviews and mock interviews. Students can also join “communities,” or discussion board groups, based on industry, location
or any other area of common interest. While
Symplicity, a job-search website, also lists internships, most of them are from recruiting
efforts of national companies, whereas the opportunities on KCN are more specific to Kenyon.
Associate Vice President for Alumni and
Parent Engagement Scott Baker ’94 was also involved in the development of KCN, as he helped
the CDO connect with the alumni by sharing a
database of record for alumni contact information. Baker noted that he is excited to see students start using the website.
“I just can’t overstate enough how much
alumni are willing to help,” he said. “I’m really excited about the potential of the system. I
think that creating another vehicle where students can engage in slightly more casual conversations about career exploration is a good
thing — where it’s not like you’re going from
nothing to a phone Skype interview, where you
can really feel free to explore different areas.”
On Feb. 17 at 4 p.m., there will be a workshop in Tomsich Hall 103 titled “Exploring
Career Options and Building Your Network,”
where the CDO will also talk about KCN and
how students can benefit from it. Glastra noted
that she has heard positive feedback from both
alumni and students so far, and encourages
others to express their thoughts about the new
platform.
“I want to hear stories of how people are using it. I’m just one user ... but I’m not the actual
intended end user — it’s really you guys,” she
said. “I want to hear stories of how people have
made it work for them or if there’s anything that
they would like to see tweaked … let us know.”

As of this fall, Professor of American Studies Peter Rutkoff and Professor Emeritus of History Will Scott have
published their extensive research on
the Gullah culture. The project, which
has developed over the course of two decades, is now publicly available via the
Digital Kenyon archive.
Gullah refers to a language, a people and a culture dating back to the
middle of the 17th century. Today, only 6,000
Gullah speakers remain,
most of whom live on St.
Helena Island off the coast
of South Carolina.
Over three summers from 2011
through 2013, Rutkoff and Scott led
Kenyon students and

talking to people about the food they
cooked, just all kinds of amazing stuff,”
said Rutkoff. “This is probably the last
generation that will continue to speak
the [Gullah] language. So our thought
was, let’s
try to get
as much
down as
possible
before

D

Cleveland-based
high school teachers on trips to St. Helena. There, they took photographs and
conducted interviews with locals to
compile an oral history. The result was
about 250 hours of video recordings.
“We have film of church services,
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of their close partnership as colleagues
at Kenyon. The duo previously co-taught
a seminar on the Great Migration. Over
the years, they became more interested
in the Gullah culture.
“The more we studied all of this, the
more we realized this is such a wonderful, powerful, interesting
thing … It’s a very rich
component of African American history
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said.
Though the project
began as a side interest
for Rutkoff and Scott, it
quickly grew; funding
contributed by various
foundations, including
the National Endowment
for the Humanities.
The Gund Gallery added an interdisciplinary element to the project in
2014, when they ran three exhibitions
on Gullah culture. Through the Kenyon Academic Partnership that Rutkoff
chairs, the professors invited Cleveland
public school teachers to join them on
trips to St. Helena.
The teachers, who worked in teams,
created lesson plans for their students
and helped document the oral histories.
Kenyon students were responsible for
transcribing interviews.
“It took a long time not just to do the
histories, but to get them transcribed,”
Rutkoff said.
Eight and a half years have passed
since Rutkoff wrote the only blog post
on the digital archive, published in July
of 2011 after a trip to St. Helena. “It is
clear to us … that this is an unanticipated start to something with great promise,” he wrote in the post. “There are
8,000 residents of St. Helena — and each
has a story to tell.”
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it disappears.”
Historians estimate
that as many as 40
percent of West African
slaves coming to America
passed through St. Helena or
other nearby islands. To communicate with one another, the slaves developed a language that combined African syntax with English vocabulary.
A lack of bridges from mainland South
Carolina to the islands ensured that
the Gullah had little contact with white
Americans, who might have diluted their
culture. After the Civil War, St. Helena
became the only place in America where
former slaves were granted titles to their
land. Their established space, culture
and language enabled them to preserve
their way of life.
Rutkoff and Scott’s project grew out

N
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that’s
virtually unknown,” Rutkoff

-J

Board of Trustees holds first meeting of 2019
RONAN ELLIOT
NEWS ASSISTANT

On Feb. 1, the Kenyon Board of Trustees concluded their first meeting of 2019 in
Cleveland. The agenda contained no action
items beyond an annual budget approval;
instead, the meeting was an opportunity for
President Sean Decatur, along with a small
group of Kenyon students and faculty, to inform the Board of projects and challenges
the school faces in the coming year.
Much of the meeting was spent discussing the Kenyon Academic Partnership (KAP) program, a collaboration between Kenyon and 24 high schools around
the state. Through the KAP program, high
school students are able to take a variety of
courses of the same level as those taught

at Kenyon. The courses take place in classrooms at the schools, and are taught by qualified high-school teachers, who are given
adjunct professorship positions for the purpose of teaching each course.
The KAP program has been active for
40 years; Decatur, who learned about Kenyon through a KAP-provided U.S. History
course, is one of its alumni.
“I remember it being an interesting experience because unlike the standard AP history, in which you just had a textbook and
you were working from that textbook, it was
adopted from the college course,” Decatur
said. “It was a nice introduction to what a
college course and a college experience is
like.”
The Board, in collaboration with a num-

ber of high school leaders, also discussed issues of student anxiety and well-being at Kenyon. The focus of this conversation was not
only on ways to support students at Kenyon,
but also on ways that students across the
country need support. While much of this
conversation will take place in the Board
meeting in April, Decatur believes it is important to lay the groundwork for a largescale discussion.
“This is a broader national issue ... that’s
not just about Kenyon and not even just
about the college experience,” Decatur said.
“I think when we think about what the role
of the board is in terms of helping to guide
and support decision-making in the College, it should really be about thinking about
things in the bigger picture.”
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Guest speaker talks mental health,
the importance of communication
Athletes, community advisors attend event in Rosse
Hall to hear “Guardian of the Golden Gate Bridge.”
RUIKUN GENG
STAFF WRITER

On Feb. 3, Kevin Briggs,
known as the “Guardian of the
Golden Gate Bridge,” shared
his experience patrolling the
Golden Gate Bridge as both
an officer and a sergeant of
the California Highway Patrol.
He talked about his personal physical and mental health
challenges to inspire conversation about mental health and
suicide prevention. Briggs has
helped save more than 200 suicidal individuals over his 23year career.
He provided his strategies for negotiating with those
considering suicide during
the event — organized by Kenyon Student-Athlete Advisory Council (KSAAC), Kenyon
Athletics, Fitness and Recreation, and the Cox Health and
Counseling Center — to students gathered in Rosse Hall.
Briggs shared tips on how to
listen, communicate and work
with people in crisis by recognizing their needs and engaging in conversations with

them. He also noted the importance of empathy, support and
encouragement when negotiating with suicidal individuals.
Briggs’s speech offered hope
to people who are facing dark
times and suggestions for those
who want to support their
loved ones who are struggling.
KSAAC organized this event
with the goal of improving the
mental health and wellness environment for Kenyon’s student
athletes, as the combined stress
of practices, academics and social life can potentially bring
about mental health issues.
Patrick Coughlin ’20, the
vice president of KSAAC, was
one of the students who helped
organize the event.
“I think there are incidents
from other schools where they
have struggled with athletes in
particular — we thought that it
would be a perfect opportunity
to bring someone [to Kenyon]
to teach student athletes …
how to deal with these very important issues as soon as possible,” he said.
Community advisors, as
part of their training, were re-

quired to attend Briggs’ talk.
Although they have already received training on similar topics, Jenny Tie ’21, a community
advisor in McBride Residential
Hall, said that it is necessary
to keep having conversations
about mental health and wellness. “It is important so that,
as community advisors, we can
keep on getting reminded that
these issues exist and get continuous training,” she said.
Briggs noted that connections with others are important when facing mental
health issues. “The [Golden
Gate] bridge not only connects
Marin and San Francisco, but
also connects people together,”
Briggs said.
“That
connection,
that
bridge that we make, is something that each and every one
of us should strive to do. Suicide is preventable. There is
help. There is hope.”
There is help for you or a
loved one if you need it. Call the
Kenyon Health and Counceling Center at 740-427-5643 or
the National Suicide Prevention
Lifeline at 1-800-273-8255.

LBIS aims to help some
students save money
Continued from Page 1

LBIS bought around 246 of
those books, spending about
$9,200. Hudson anticipates
that this cost will go down
over time as most introductory-level classes continue to
use the same books.
When collecting the necessary books, the library
first referred to other CONSORT libraries and checked
for electronic versions. The
books that were not available
in these ways were then purchased from the Bookstore.
While the program is piloting with lower-level courses, it could expand to include
higher-level classes as well.
“If it becomes wildly popular, then I think it’s not out
of the realm down the road to
try to incorporate more of the
upper-level courses — and
there are fewer of those, too,
so that makes it hopefully
more possible,” Hudson said.
“It has the potential to be a
real cost-saver and a useful
service that hopefully everybody will find out about and
take advantage of.”
At the end of this semester,
LBIS will assess the program,

before running it again in
the fall semester.
Associate Vice President
for LBIS and Library Director Amy Badertscher noted
that there is a growing trend
in colleges to try to help alleviate textbook costs and is
excited to have such a service
at Kenyon. “I think it’s just a
real attempt on our part to
find ways to help students a
little more,” she said. “I don’t
think it will happen in one
semester, but I think it will
become an important part of
what we do.”
MacDonell said that the
Bookstore was happy to help
with the project.
“We actually do want students to save money … The
hope is that students who
may not be able to afford all
the books they need will be
able to use these books when
they need them,” MacDonell
said.
“We’re all for student success. I mean, we all work at
the College, and the idea is
to have students succeed:
[to] get the education they
need and do it as affordably
as they can. We all have that
same mission.”

Paid Advertisement
Call for Nominations: The Leopoldo López Student Award
The Center for the Study of American Democracy invites nominations
for the 2019 Leopoldo López Student Award. The award honors the
commitment and sacrifices of Leopoldo López (’93, H ’07) for peaceful
democratic change in Venezuela.
It will be presented to a current Kenyon College student who has demonstrated:
• Significant commitment to the advancement of a cause;
• Demonstrable impact, clarity of purpose, engagement with others
in the Kenyon community;
• Meaningful contributions to the understanding of the pursuit of
freedom or democracy through research or other scholarly pursuits; and/or
Sustained commitment, the creation of a new effort, or the infusing of
new vigor into aneffort that had lost momentum.
Any member of the Kenyon community may nominate a current student for this award.
Please submit a letter of nomination directly to the Center for the
Study of American Democracy (email: americandemocracy@kenyon.
edu) by February 20, 2019. Letters need not be lengthy, but should provide sufficient detail to demonstrate the qualifications and strengths of
the nominee relative to the terms of the award.
Further details about the award and Leopoldo Lopez’s struggle for
democratic freedom in Venezuela are available at: https://www.kenyon.edu/academics/centers/center-for-the-study-ofamerican-democracy/the-leopoldo-lopez-student-award/.
The winner of the award, which carries an honorarium of $1,000, will
be announced at Kenyon’s 2019 Honors Day Convocation in April.

Call for Submissions: The 2019 George Gund Award
The George Gund Award is a $2,500 cash prize awarded annually at Honors Day for an exceptional essay
that examines the American form of republican government as set forth in the United States Constitution.
In Federalist 51 (1788), James Madison warned:
If men were angels, no government would be necessary. If angels were to govern men, neither external nor
internal controls on government would be necessary. In
framing a government which is to be administered by
men over men, the great difficulty lies in this: you must
first enable the government to control the governed;
and in the next place oblige it to control itself. A dependence on the people is, no doubt, the primary control
on the government; but experience has taught mankind
the necessity of auxiliary precautions.
This year, the Center for the Study of American Democracy invites essays that ref lect on democracy in
America today, in light of James Madison’s observations during the American Founding 230 years ago.
Essays may address Madison’s observation from any
perspective or discipline.
Essays are due March 1 at midnight. Please see the
CSAD website for complete contest requirements, submission procedure, and judging criteria.

FEATURES
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Students avoid the seal in the entrance of Peirce Dining Hall. Many believe that stepping on it will stop you from graduating from Kenyon within four years. | ERYN POWELL

The origins of the Peirce seal superstitions remain a mystery
Kenyon’s tradition of skirting around the seal mirrors those of many colleges across the US.
JESS KARAN
STAFF WRITER

Every day, as students surge
into Peirce Dining Hall during mealtime rushes, a peculiar
phenomenon occurs: Despite
the bustle and the limited floorspace of the main entrance, the
crowd parts around the brass
seal in the center of the floor.
For a majority of Kenyon students, this habit begins as early as New Student Orientation,
when they are told for the first
time to never step on the seal.
If they do, according to Kenyon
legend, they won’t graduate in
four years.
This superstition is so ingrained in the minds of the stu-

dent body that most students
don’t know the origin of the
tale. “I don’t really recall where
I heard about it, but I do know
that people gasped when I accidentally stepped on it,” Sigal
Felber ’21 said.
According to College Historian and Keeper of Kenyoniana
Tom Stamp ’73, the behavior
began sometime between his
graduation in 1973 and when
he returned to work at Kenyon
in 1984. Though this 11-year
range is a broad one, this means
that students have been avoiding the seal for at least 35 years.
There are many reasons why
students may have stopped stepping on the seal. “I think there
are people who don’t step on it
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because they think it’s fragile,”
Stamp said, though he likes its
worn-down nature “because
it’s evidence of the people who
passed over it over the years.”
Thus, he always makes a point
of walking across it.
Kenyon is not unique in this
tradition; several other colleges
and universities have similar
rituals concerning their floor
seals. Legend has it that if a student steps on the seal in Gilman
Hall at Johns Hopkins University, they won’t graduate. If a
prospective student steps on
the seal, they won’t be accepted into Johns Hopkins, and if a
professor does so they won’t be
granted tenure. Similar practices exist at Central Florida

University, University of California Berkeley, University of
Chicago and numerous other
institutions. The consequences of stepping on each of these
schools’ seals range from the
lowering of one’s GPA to failing
tests to not graduating.
At some schools, there are
steps you can take to “undo” the
curse of the seal after stepping
on it. At Seton Hall University, one must step on the seal
again before running — within
30 seconds — to the Recreation
Center, where they must rub
the boot of the school’s pirate
mascot.
The equivalent measure at
Kenyon is to kiss the seal immediately after stepping on it,

according to an Aug. 23, 2017
Collegian article. However, Kenyon students, such as Sigal
Felber, rarely attempt to reverse
the seal’s curse.
Chris Wisbey, Resident Director of AVI, does not step on
the seal. According to Wisbey,
many members of the community, including those in AVI,
feel a sense of pride about the
shiny seal that welcomes visitors to Peirce. “Yes, we’re AVI,
yes we’re contractors, we’re not
part of Kenyon,” he said, “but
my team wears Kenyon baseball hats, we wear Kenyon garb.
We’re a part of the community.
So I take a sense of pride in it
too — I don’t step on it; I go
around it.”
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What kind of insects
outweigh the human
population in body mass?

Faculty Total:

Senior Total:

Junior Total:

Sophomore Total:

First-Year Total:

36

26

25

26

20

Answer

Adele Davidson

Max Wellington ’19

Caroline Cohen ’20

Elly Zhang ’21

Grant Holt ’22

Ants, Termites

Termites

Ants

Ants

Ants

Insectus Bigus

John Crowe Ransom

Professor Ransom

Professor Crow

Professor Ransom

Harry Shrek

I don’t know

Is it Oprah?

Dwayne “the Rock”
Johnson

Pennant

Triangle

Triangle

Triangle

In good shape

4

3

3

2

1

The crow statues on top of
Ransom Hall are a reference
Weekly
John Crowe
RansomScores
John Crowe Ransom
to what well-known professor
of English?
What American CEO recently
declared his candidacy for the
presidential election?

Howard Schultz

What shape is the Ohio state Pennant (or triangle)
flag?

CEO of Starbucks
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The environmental studies major reaches its fourth semester
NOELLE O’NEAL
STAFF WRITER

“

“It’s one of the most requirement-heavy majors at
the school,” she said, “Especially so if you want to
double major.” Both McNeer
and Goulder noted that the
breadth of classes offered can
be at odds with specialization.
“I think other schools
probably have more focused
programs for environmental studies,” McNeer said,
“like they are going to be
looking at particular
sections of the field,
where as a liberal arts
school ... we cover a lot
of bases and I think that
is ref lected in the major.”
The major requires classes in biology, economics,
political science, and classes specifically designed for
the major. In addition, the
major requires one unit of
“cultures, societies and environments,” a series of select
courses in the humanities
and social sciences.
This complexity seems to
be inherent in the study of
the environment, as almost
every area of human study
happens within the context
of our world.
“It’s interesting how it
touches on so many different things,” Goulder said. “If

you are speaking
about a specific
environmental
problem,
you
are
going to
touch on
an aspect
of all the
things we study
here.”
Goulder also said that his
approach has changed the
way she looks at the
field. “There
is so

much
we
don’t
know
and so much we
could study. I am
just in awe of the
complexity.”
Both McNeer and
Goulder plan to work
with the environment
after they graduate. They
spoke in
unison
about the
importance

of education about
environmental issues. Goulder had
no opportunities to take
classes until
she reached
Kenyon.
McNeer
said that in
his education
before Kenyon, “they

MAE HUNT

without it actually being implemented yet.”
The second cohort of enviHannah Goulder ’19, anronmental studies majors will other environmental studgraduate from Kenyon this ies major and biology minor,
year. With rising concern for agreed that there was a feelthe environment both global- ing of disorder.
ly and at the College, it is apt
However, Goulder and Mctime to examine one of Ken- Neer both expressed optiyon’s newest majors.
mism about the major’s traThe environmental stud- jectory. McNeer believes that,
ies track started as a con- as the major becomes more
centration in 1990, but the stable and visible, it will draw
major was only created in larger enrollment.
2017, largeGoulder
ly due to
encouraged
the efforts
the departThere is so
of
Profesmuch we don’t ment to utisor of Biollize
more
know and so much we
ogy Siobhan
student
could study. I am just in opinions as
Fennessy
and
Pro- awe of the complexity.
the
major
fessor
of
continues to
Economadapt to the
Hannah Goulder ’19
ics Robert
college and
Alexander,
changing
who
curworld.
rently serve as the co-chairs
The students majoring in
for the major. Greg McNeer environmental studies are
’19, who is completing an en- required to pick a specific
vironmental studies major area of study in an otherand an anthropology minor, wise broad field. This can be
said that there were pros and achieved by completing a micons to pursuing such a new nor, concentration or specific
major.
number of classes in a relat“I felt like there was a bit ed, but separate area. Goulof disorganization,” McNeer der notes that it is difficult
said. “It was kind of a gamble to do this if you do not begin
to invest classes into a major specializing early.

[brought]
up that the climate’s changing, but they
never taught me
how to be aware
of what I’m consuming, or how to
be aware of what
I’m putting out into
the
environment
and how to reduce
my effect, and I didn’t
learn anything about it
until I reached Kenyon
... That’s basically 18, 20
years lost, where I could
have been doing things differently.”
He concluded: “There
needs to be a ground up,
nationwide change in
the way we think about
things.”

Kenyon College celebrates Lunar New Year, Asian identities
SUTTON AMTHOR
STAFF WRITER

Professor of Chinese Jianhua Bai’s
strongest childhood memories of the
Chinese New Year are of happiness
and community. “That’s the general
idea of the celebration. Family getting together, the unity of friends,”
he said. “For instance, in my little village, we would go to the other families and neighbors to just offer the
best wishes.”
Held annually on the first day of
the lunar year, a changing date which
falls between January 21 and February 20, the Chinese New Year celebrates the end of winter. “The coldest weather is over, and the people are
looking for the spring,” Bai said.
On February 1, just as the campus was recovering from the polar
vortex, dozens of students, faculty
and friends gathered in Peirce Hall’s
Alumni Dining Room to celebrate
the Lunar New Year. This event, cohosted by the Chinese Culture Club,
Kenyon Asian Identities and the Department of Modern Languages and
Literatures, gave both international
and U.S. students the opportunity to
learn about cultural traditions from a
variety of Asian countries.
AVI provided a buffet of dumplings and spring rolls, and on every
table a spread of snacks from various
Asian countries was available. People
filtered in, joining their friends at

Barry Bai ’20 plays at the new year celebration to a packed crowd. | ERYN POWELL

crowded tables or standing around
the sides of the room. Jack Au ’73, a
former Kenyon trustee and a strong
supporter of Kenyon’s Chinese program, introduced himself to everyone
in the buffet line and thanked them
for coming.
Once everyone had eaten, the show
began with a series of cultural presentations from students about Lunar
New Year traditions in various Asian
countries. Boning Shi ’19 presented
on China, Elise Tran ’19 on Vietnam
and Syou Nam Thai ’22 on Malaysia
and Japan. Dounia Sawaya ‘19 also
gave a presentation on Korean culture

in lieu of a friend who was unable to
attend.
Wen-Chin Yeh, a Fulbright Fellow
teaching Chinese at Kenyon this year,
said she wasn’t sure how well these
presentations would be received by
the audience.
“I thought people might, a little bit,
get bored. I don’t think they enjoy to
listen to a speech like that, but actually, when I saw their faces, they really
liked it,” she said. “I was so touched.”
After the cultural presentations,
students enrolled in Chinese classes
performed songs, Professor of Philosophy Yang Xiao pulled students from

the audience for a game of “shuttlecock kicking,” a blend of badminton
and hacky sack, and a group of students comedically dubbed a Chinese
movie, replacing the original audio
with their own voices. When the performances drew to a close, the crowd
began to disperse, but plenty of students stayed to sing karaoke and participate in workshops on calligraphy
and Chinese paper cutting.
Yeh did most of the planning for
this event, along with Dounia Sawaya
’19 and Clare Chou ’19, the presidents
of Kenyon Asian Identities and the
Chinese Culture Club, respectively.
From the beginning, they wanted to
make this year’s Lunar New Year celebration more inclusive of all cultures
that celebrate the Lunar New Year,
incorporating Korean, Vietnamese,
Malaysian and Japanese traditions
as well as Chinese. They also wanted
to make sure that all students would
feel welcome. “We don’t want to let it
become a Chinese students-exclusive
activity,” Yeh said.
Looking around the room on Friday, people were crowded around tables, talking to their friends, laughing. The atmosphere was relaxed and
welcoming. In the days leading up to
the event, Bai said this feeling was the
part of the event he was looking forward to most. “That’s the thing I look
for, this kind of family gathering, that
happy atmosphere. It’s such a happy
occasion,” he said.
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Photographer shares snaps of Ohio’s natural beauty at BFEC
OLIVER PEARSON
STAFF WRITER

Brad Imhoff doesn’t photograph to create a world of
his own — he photographs to
capture the world he sees before him.
Imhoff was born and
raised in Ohio. His talent for
taking photos of the Ohio
landscape is particularly
praised by Knox County locals. Last Saturday, members
of the community congregated at the Brown Family Environmental Center as the photographer presented a series
of work titled “Photographic
Journey Through Ohio.”
Imhoff ’s
photography
ranges from landscape images of Hocking Hills to normally overlooked ants and
frogs between blades of grass.
His work attempts to capture
the natural beauty of a world
he has admired through a
camera lens since he was
eight years old.
“I am someone who recharges my batteries when
I’m alone, and they recharge
better when I’m alone in nature,” Imhoff said. “It gives
me time to contemplate, and
if I can capture something
that is worth showing to oth-

er people, then that’s just a
bonus.”
While traveling with family in elementary school,
disposable camera in hand,
Imhoff took an interest in
capturing the landscape of
rural America. By his 18th
birthday, he had already visited over 40 states and worked
alongside his father to express the beauty of the natural world.
“There’s always a piece of
my heritage when I go out and
take pictures,” Imhoff said. “I
don’t think my photography
is an attempt to connect with
my father in a way that I never could, so much as it is an
appreciation for nature that
has been passed through the
generations.”
Imhoff will often endure
extreme conditions in order
to capture images of wildlife.
While he does occasionally
touch up photos after shoots,
he prefers to go without technology like Photoshop.
“The photo isn’t always the
end goal; even if I’m out in the
forest and I don’t get a single
photo to show someone, it’s
still a success,” Imhoff said.
“My passion comes from being out in the wilderness.”
From crawling on all

Brad Imhoff says that his fox photos “tend to be people’s favorite.” | COURTESY OF BRAD IMHOFF

fours to creeping up behind
white-tailed deer to walking
through swamplands in rubber overalls, Imhoff values
the experiences to the same
extent as the resulting photo
itself.
“The goal is the photo,
but all of the ones that end
up in the presentation have
a story with them,” Imhoff
said.
Flipping through pictures
of hundreds of Ohio-specific

Paid Advertisement

bird species, Imhoff detailed
the narratives behind frames
of wildlife, waterfalls and foliage. The images are timepieces for particular moments
in his life, all of which he remembered and recited beautifully for the Knox County
crowd as if he were reading
from his journal.
Imhoff now works fulltime as a professor at Liberty
University, though his availability for photo shoots has

greatly increased since he
completed his Ph.D. at Ohio
University in 2015. Outside of
nature photography, he also
shoots portraits and weddings
on commission to fund many
of his excursions.
Amidst his success, Imhoff continues to develop
his understanding of digital
photography. He hopes that
doing so will help him do
further justice to the beauty
of the natural world.
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KCDC’s Machinal is a sharp, thought-provoking murder tale
JULIA ELROD
STAFF WRITER

Last weekend, the Kenyon College Dance, Drama and Cinema
Club (KCDC) performed Sophie
Treadwell’s 1928 play, Machinal,
which means “automatic” or “mechanical” in French and speaks to
the impersonal, routine nature of
the characters’ lives. The production drew a sizeable and energetic
audience on Friday night, but the
show’s unsettling nature quickly
silenced them.
Machinal tells the story of a
young woman who marries her
boss, even though she finds him
repulsive. Years into an unfulfilling marriage, a passionate affair with an outlaw drives her to
murder her husband. Machinal
is based on the true story of Ruth
Snyder, a housewife who killed
her husband in 1927. Treadwell
took many creative liberties with
the script, incorporating feminist
themes within the story of the
high-profile murder case.
Associate Professor of Drama
Anton Dudley directed KCDC’s
production of Machinal, alongside
assistant director Kit Fluharty ’19.
The show ran Jan. 31, Feb. 1 and
Feb. 2 in the Bolton Theater, and
starred Delilah Draper ’22 as the
protagonist, Helen Jones.
Sound clips of clanking machinery enhanced the cold, detached feeling thanks to sound
designers Fluharty and Cora Cicala ’22. Even the program for the
production played into the mechanical aesthetic: It simply listed
the cast members in alphabetical
order without giving their characters’ names, a hint at the characters’ lack of individuality.
The play opened with low lighting and a very simple set. The first

Delilah Draper ’22, left, and Teddy Fischer ’22, right, as Helen and George Jones in KCDC’s disturbing, darkly funny Machinal. | ERYN POWELL

scene depicts a group of stenographers, rhythmically typing and
taking phone calls. The performers did not have props and mimed
these actions instead, ensuring that nothing about the office
would have any character. When
Helen Jones shows up late to work
and fails to match her coworkers’
machine-like rhythm, it is an early sign of her inability to conform
to this corporate, machine-like
world. Helen continues to stand
out not only as a headstrong female character, but also through
the contrast between her bright
red clothing and the drab colors
worn by the other characters.
From the beginning of the play,

Draper’s gripping monologues
convey Helen’s emotional torture.
These monologues not only reflect
her unhappiness in her marriage,
but also her feelings of incompetence as a mother and her struggle with societal expectations for
women. When she gives birth to
her child and does not want to
breastfeed, a doctor labels her as
a “modern neurotic woman,” a
common stereotype of the time.
The show is driven not only
by Helen’s poignant monologues,
but also by her interactions with
the world around her. A meal she
shares with her mother, played by
Kennedy Frazier ’22, is particularly memorable. In this deeply

disturbing scene, Helen goes on
a distressed tirade about the pressure she feels to get married, leading her mother to call her crazy.
However, despite the cruelty of the
scene, Draper and Frazier bring
tenderness to the characters and
reveal the strong bond that they
share.
The dynamic between Helen
and her husband George Jones,
played by Teddy Fischer ’22,
brings humor to this dark play.
Mr. Jones’ character is tone-deaf,
and comes across as wholly unaware of the fact that his wife
despises him. Several of his outof-place comments brought the
audience to laughter, a welcome

relief from the show’s morose
subject matter. Finally, despite
the doomed nature of the affair
between Helen and the younger
man, played by Henry Ratliff ’20,
Draper and Ratliff’s scenes together are sweet. The characters’ connection through conversation and
song allows a glimpse into Helen
Jones’ softer side, underlining the
complexity of the character.
Machinal is harrowing and intense, yet manages to be funny at
the same time. It does not attempt
to justify the atrocity that it depicts, but highlights the challenges
faced by women during that time,
and treats its complicated protagonist with compassion.

Shara McCallum shares poetry uplifting the “madwoman”
As part of the Kenyon Review Reading Series, the poet performed deeply personal pieces.
MONMITA CHAKRABARTI
STAFF WRITER

On January 29th, the Kenyon Review hosted its first featured reader
of the Kenyon Review Reading Series.
Elizabeth Dark, associate director of
programs at the Review, introduced
poet and professor Shara McCallum.
Originally from Jamaica, McCallum
considers the intersections of race,
gender, history and personal identity
in her critically acclaimed poetry.
McCallum has a Witter Bynner
Fellowship from the Library of Congress and a poetry fellowship from
the National Endowment for the
Arts, and is now a liberal arts professor of English at Pennsylvania State
University.
Her book, Madwoman, embodies McCallum’s search for the “madwoman” in her mind and is an autobiographical look at her life from a
third-person perspective.
“Who is madwoman, and why in

particular do certain women get excised from the culture?” McCallum
said, exploring the question through
her creation of the “madwoman”
character. The poems examine what
happens when marginalized women
are central figures.
“She is just madwoman, as opposed
to a madwoman or the madwoman,”
McCallum said, transforming the
term into something encompassing all women instead of a singular
woman. She began the reading with
the poem “Memory,” an appropriate selection given that she describes
herself as “obsessed with memory.”
The importance she places on
memory is evident through her distinctive reading style. McCallum
makes eye contact with the audience
while she reads, never casting her
eyes down at the poem in front of
her. The feeling that she is speaking
to the audience rather than reading
at them gives her poems a new life.
“I think it’s a great gift to give your-

self,” McCallum said. “If you learn a
poem you just love it.”
Feeling an obligation to give the
audience some relief from the heavier topics, McCallum switched it up
by reading one of Madwoman’s more
humorous poems. “Ten Things You
Might Like to Know About Madwoman” was a thought-provoking
and humorous exploration of identity, written in an unordered list.
McCallum then discussed losing her father in her youth and her
grandparents in adulthood. She admitted her poems don’t have answers
because she could not come to any
satisfying conclusions, but they do
have questions and thoughts that lingered with her while she was grieving. Her poem “Elegy” tells the story of a loved one dying from cancer,
questioning what it means to love a
dying person and analyzing the human inability to feel tragedy to its
full extent.
She finished the reading with

COURTESY OF SHARA MCCALLUM

“A Parable of Shit and Flowers,” a
brief piece about finding beauty in
the muck of the day-to-day. It was a
hopeful ending to an afternoon spent
exploring the nuances of identity in
an imperfect world.
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STAFF EDITORIAL

Kenyon needs
all-campuses

As all-campus parties become a rarity on
campus, we fear that binge drinking, drinking
alone and underage drinking will rise.
Recently, administrators in charge of student life have made it increasingly difficult for
some organizations to host parties open to all
Kenyon students by enacting two major shifts
in policy.
National fraternities and sororities have risk
management policies that require them to adhere to Kenyon’s new Bring Your Own Bottle
program. This means they cannot provide alcohol at open parties they host, but can throw
closed parties with guest lists where people bring
their own alcohol. Because of this, only four out
of 11 Greek organizations on campus can throw
all-campus parties. This is compounded by an
October 2017 email that announced that the
College would once again begin adhering to a
policy that prevents sports teams from throwing parties without an administrative sponsor.
With these new regulations, most Greek
organizations and all sports teams have been
taken out of the equation when it comes to allcampus parties. We are concerned because, due
in part to these policies, Kenyon’s party culture
has already experienced an estimated 50 percent decrease in all-campus parties since spring
2016, according to a Collegian Magazine article
in its Fall 2018 issue, and this trend could continue. What would Kenyon look like without
all-campus parties?
We feel that with fewer inclusive and more
exclusive parties, there will be more binge
drinking behind closed doors with fewer people around to help. Though it’s easy to see an allcampus party as a place for binge drinking and
debauchery, there is something to be said for an
inclusive party where food has to be provided,
Campus Safety has to be informed and no one
is drinking alone. How will first-years meet and
learn from upperclass students if most parties
have guest lists? While we don’t condone underage drinking, we can’t pretend it’s not going to
happen. Kenyon could be creating the potential
for more dangerous incidents to occur.
We are concerned that this slow, steady and
intentional change will, if it is not reversed, have
adverse effects on Kenyon and its students for
years to come.
The staff editorial is written weekly by editors-in-chief Cameron Messinides ’19 and Devon
Musgrave-Johnson ’19, managing editor Grant
Miner ’19 and executive director Matt Mandel
’19. You can contact them at messinidesc@kenyon.edu, musgravejohnsond@kenyon.edu, minerg@kenyon.edu and mandelm@kenyon.edu,
respectively.
The opinions page is a space for members
of the community to discuss issues relevant
to the campus and the world at large. The
opinions expressed on this page belong
only to the writers. Columns and letters
to the editors do not reflect the opinions
of the Collegian staff. All members of the
community are welcome to express opinions
through a letter to the editor.
The Kenyon Collegian reserves the right
to edit all letters submitted for length
and clarity. The Collegian cannot accept
anonymous or pseudonymous letters.
Letters must be signed by individuals, not
organizations, and must be 200 words or
fewer. Letters must also be received no later
than the Tuesday prior to publication. The
Kenyon Collegian prints as many letters as
possible each week subject to space, interest
and appropriateness. Members of the
editorial board reserve the right to reject
any submission. The views expressed in the
paper do not necessarily reflect the views of
Kenyon College.

HAYLEY BELUCH

Sherrod Brown’s populism shows 2020 path
NICK BECKER
CONTRIBUTOR

On Jan. 30, Ohio Senator Sherrod Brown
spoke to a crowd of around 300 people in
Brunswick, Ohio to kick-start his “Dignity of
Work” listening tour. This tour will take him to
Iowa, New Hampshire, South Carolina and Nevada. In his speech, Brown continued the fight
from his 2018 reelection campaign to reclaim
the mantle of “populism” from President Donald Trump. He criticized Trump for peddling
what he calls “phony populism” that “distract[s]
from the fact that he won the White House to
enrich billionaires like himself.”
Brown’s embrace of the populist label — he
won reelection convincingly this year while every other Ohio Democrat for statewide office
lost — provides the Democratic Party with a
strategy for taking on Trump in 2020. By portraying Trump as a “phony populist” rather
than condemning populism writ large (as the
liberal and “Never Trump” conservative commentariat love to do), Brown exposes Trump for
the fraud he is while still acknowledging the legitimate economic grievances of his supporters.
This distinction will be key in the 2020 presidential election cycle. While spirited senate and
gubernatorial campaigns by Democrats in Arizona, Texas and Georgia suggest those states
may swing Democratic in the future, they cannot yet be counted on for electoral votes in 2020.

No matter who they are, the Democratic nominee will have to fight to win back Trump voters
in the Rust Belt states of Pennsylvania, Michigan, Wisconsin and Ohio.
But does this mean that Democrats will have
to sacrifice their stances on issues like abortion,
marriage equality, gun control and transgender
rights to win back the heartland? Brown’s record suggests the answer is no. Since winning
a seat in the Ohio legislature at age 22, Brown
has kept a consistent liberal record on many issues. This includes voting against the Iraq War,
supporting the repeal of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell”
and advocating stricter gun control.
Brown can hold liberal positions on social
issues because he is also has been a diehard
defender of workers’ rights. He is well-known
for opposing the North American and Central American Free Trade Agreements (which
Trump ran successfully against in the Rust
Belt). He is also a sharp critic of the banking and
finance industries.
Brown’s motto for his 2018 campaign and
his current listening tour, “Dignity of Work,”
distills the broad appeal of working-class populism. In Brown’s words, the “Dignity of Work”
means “we fight for all people, whether they
punch a clock or swipe a badge, earn a salary or
make tips, whether they are raising children or
caring for an aging parent. And as we celebrate
the dignity of work, we unify.”
The vast majority of people understand first-

hand that the economy is not working fairly and
that the billionaires at the top are making out
like bandits while, according to CNBC, 40 percent of adults can’t cover a $400 expense. Uniting people around such a shared understanding
has great political potential for a Democratic
Party looking to unify its unruly big tent.
Running a campaign focused on forging
a working-class coalition would not only put
Democrats in the best position to beat Trump
in 2020, but it would also build a movement
that will hold the party accountable for passing
the broad-based progressive solutions which
polls show most voters support. This would
strengthen the Democratic Party and differentiate Brown from Barack Obama and his 2008
presidential run. While millions of people were
inspired by his charismatic call of “Hope and
Change,” Obama let that enthusiasm fizzle out
and give way to naive notions of post-partisan
governance that were never realistic.
With the Republican Party under Trump
practicing the politics of division and hate as
a masquerade to advance the interests of the
American oligarchy, Brown’s possible campaign (along with other self-proclaimed populists like Senators Bernie Sanders and Elizabeth
Warren) can help the Democratic Party become
the champion for the rest of us.
Nick Becker ’22 is an undeclared major from
Pittsburgh, Penn. You can contact him at becker3@kenyon.edu.

Out of the Classroom, On the Record
You asked and we found an answer. Introducing the new faculty question box.

Should college students be investing? If so, how should they start?
Assistant Professor of Economics PJ Glandon: The sooner you can start saving for retirement, the better. Why? Because of the
“mathemagic” of compounding interest. You probably learned about this in middle school and again in high school, but in case you
need a brief review, consider the following: Suppose you plan to retire in 45 years and that you’ll earn six percent on your savings each
year. Each dollar that you contribute today will increase your retirement savings by $13.76 at retirement. On the other hand, if you wait
10 years before you start saving, each dollar you contribute in that year will only increase your retirement account by $7.69.
If you don’t have much income to save now, you almost surely will when you start working after graduation. Do your future self a
favor and max out your 401k contributions the day you start working. You won’t miss those dollars in your monthly paycheck if you
never get into the habit of spending them in the first place.
So, how should you start? My first piece of advice is to invest in the stock market, not individual stocks. You can do this by purchasing shares of a broad market mutual fund or an exchange-traded fund (ETF). By doing so, you’ll avoid the temptation to try to pick
winners or pay someone to do so. Financial economists have produced mountains of evidence suggesting that passively investing in
the entire market at the lowest possible cost has been the best approach for most investors. Secondly, invest for the long run. The market
goes up and down a lot from day to day. Tempting as it is to take advantage of this by buying low and selling high, many people who try
this tactic end up doing exactly the opposite.
Start saving for retirement as soon as you can by investing in low-cost mutual funds and leave it there until you’re ready to retire.
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Construction delays should not surprise Kenyon community
Mistakes have been made, but Gambier’s location explains many construction challenges.
NATHAN GROSH
CONTRIBUTOR

The next four years at Kenyon
will see more construction than the
previous two decades combined.
Many of these buildings under
construction are vital to the operation of the campus. As such, when
construction gets delayed, everyone at the College is hurt. So, when
the two downtown study spaces
and the Gambier Deli opened four
months after the five months estimated to build them, I wanted to
know who was to blame.
Construction delays on our
campus can be explained by two
simple issues: our rural location
and the construction schedule. I
am no expert on construction, but
I am chair of the student council committee on buildings and

grounds (which sounds so boring
you might be surprised it exists)
and have acquired a small amount
of knowledge on the topic.
When Kenyon undertakes a
consruction project, the workers, along with their materials and
equipment, often must travel farther to get here than to an urban
construction site. This adds logistical difficulties for a construction company on our campus, frequently forcing them to go greater
lengths to house and transport
their workers themselves. This adds
to the things that can go wrong on
any construction job, but especially
so for smaller companies that have
minimal support staff, like the one
building downtown spaces. The
rural component does, however,
have the notable advantage of providing additional storage space for

CROSSWORD
Across
1. Assorted, abbrev.
5. Chip’s partner
9. Protest turned
violent
13. Supercilious
15. Consciousnesses
16. Not multiple
times
17. Cranium and
mandible
18. Walk
19. Nevermind, to
an editor
20. Subject of gala
celebration this
past Friday
23. Car modifications, covered by
insurance
26. To perceive visually
27. Cellular messenger molecule
28. To go above
and beyond
29. University in
Oxford, Ohio
31. To catch some
Z’s
32. Like immediate
solutions
36. Through
37. Last week’s
“real” holiday (for
Kenyon students, at
least)
41. For each
42. Composer Erik
43. Pen blood
46. Ann _____,
Michigan
49. Q&A, on Reddit

the construction company. That
aside, the rural qualities of Kenyon
will always challenge construction
companies.
The construction schedule is the
more obvious issue. I use “schedule” as a broad term to refer to the
expectations of all stakeholders for
the important milestones of the
construction and final delivery
date of the building. Construction
at Kenyon, like many other things,
is controlled by a wide range of
people, including Kenyon staff,
construction company managers
and subcontractors. Together, they
set a schedule for building. In the
case of the downtown buildings,
this schedule clearly had unrealistic
expectations.
I believe that these two combined issues, likely along with other
events that I am unaware of, were

the cause of the vast delays. Which,
of course, means that everyone is to
blame: the construction company
that failed to complete the building by multiple promised dates,
the College that pushed for a quick
completion time and of course Philander Chase for placing us here in
the first place.
Now that the construction of the
downtown area is practically over,
the real question Kenyon students
should be asking is what this means
for the library. Though its construction is being overseen by a larger
— and arguably more professional
— company than the one that built
the downtown spaces, it will deal
with all the same problems, just on
a larger scale. At its most intensive,
the project is expected to involve
over 20 subcontractors, which, all
told, will bring around 200 work-

ers commuting into Gambier every day, some from over two hours
away. However, it does seem that
the Kenyon staff have tempered
their ambitious expectations for the
schedule, and there are no indications that the company has missed
any deadlines so far.
While we should approach almost everything on this campus
with a healthy dose of criticism and
questioning, let us give the library
construction company the benefit of the doubt. If you see one of
the workers walking around, don’t
hesitate to say hello and ask how
the construction is going; after all,
they are going to be a huge part of
the campus for the next three years.
Nathan Grosh ’19 is an economics and English major from Ann Arbor, Mich. You can contact him at
groshn@kenyon.edu.

Cameron Austin
Opinions Editor

50. Originally called
51. “And the others”
52. Food assistance
for the pregnant
54. loot gnitirW
55. Gentile
56. Winter length
prediction holiday
60. Auras
61. To sit in Old
Side, for instance
62. Android
66. Dame, in the
Dominican Republic
67. Paradise
68. Key aspect of
Brexit negotiations
69. U.S. airport
screeners
70. Bird house
71. Embattled
Omani neighbor

12. Bright aquarium
fish
14. Like volcanic
rocks
21. etaroceD
22. Pei _ _ _, fastcasual Asian bistro
23. Harry’s pal
24. Perón immortalized by Lloyd Webber
25. Salt crystal
counterparts
30. Not a Rd. or Dr.
33. Units of 60
mins.
34. Eggs
35. Adjacent over
opposite
38. Globe
39. Frosted
40. Anti-tax Republican faction
41. Tom Brady, noDown
tably
1. “Live _ _ _,” Taco
44. Prefix for liberal
Bell’s slogan
or conservative
2. Kin
45. C major or D
3. Worthless coin
minor
4. Canine accessory 47. To possess
5. French impres48. Driven
sionist, depictor of
51. “Wow!”
dance
53. To nag
6. Gelatin substitute 57. Insurance co. for
7. Groin
military families
8. Admiration
58. George Wash9. Hunky-dory
ingtons
10. Diffusion, for ex- 59. Times of legample
ends
11. Samoa and Fiji
63. Wallop
are two constituent 64. Paean
nations
65. Base of decimal
number system

Congrats to Elizabeth Boyle ’19 and Thomas Stanton ’19 for submitting a
correct solution to last week’s puzzle!
Did you finish this crossword? Email a photo of your finished crossword
to collegian@kenyon.edu for the chance to get a shoutout!
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Erika Oku ’21, left, and Austin Diehl ’20, right, both earned NCAC Player of the Week honors for their victories on Sunday. | COURTESY OF KENYON COLLEGE ATHLETICS

Ladies and Lords tennis begin season with blowout victories
Women’s
JORDY FEE-PLATT
STAFF WRITER

The Kenyon women’s tennis team began
their winter season on Feb. 2 in the Jasper Tennis Center with a competition against the University of Northwestern Ohio Racers. The Ladies, though coming off a long break after their
fall season, showed no signs of rust, sweeping
the Racers 9-0.
Every player who took the court for the
purple and black came away with a victory,
and four won multiple matches. In addition,
the Ladies managed to drop only one set
throughout the entire day.
Kenyon’s day started as well as they could
have asked for in the doubles matches. The top
duo of Oku and Maggie Sweeney ’19 dominated their opponents 8-3. Meanwhile, Daria Beshentseva ’22 and Ilana Blackwood ’21
failed to drop a game, winning the match with
a score of 8-0.
Beshentseva continued her impressive play
in her singles match, winning in two perfect
sets (6-0, 6-0) over Milica Karanovic. She has
already become a major contributor to the
team, competing in the No. 4 singles slot and
No. 2 doubles slot in her first dual match with
the team. Annie Reiner ’19 mirrored her teammate’s performance, winning 6-0, 6-1 against
Ellen Sandstrom in the No. 5 singles matchup.
Blackwood played just as flawlessly, losing only
two games in her singles battle.
There was one extremely well-contested

match, between the two top seeds Erika Oku
’21 and Camila Puente. Oku dominated the
first set, winning 6-1. Puente responded with a
6-3 victory of her own, but the best action was
in the deciding frame. The two could not be
separated, as they were forced into a tiebreaker
that Oku took 10-8. For her performance in
both her matches, Oku was named the North
Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC) Player of
the Week in women’s tennis.
It will be tough for Kenyon to replicate
their magnificent 2017-2018 season, where
they finished 21-3 and beat four ranked opponents along the way, reaching the National
Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) DIII
Championships before losing to No. 9 Carnegie Mellon. With the graduation of three
seniors, the Ladies are looking to Reiner and
Sweeney to lead a relatively young team back
to the NCAA tournament. Of the seven Ladies
who participated in their season opener, two
were first years and three were sophomores.
The question will be whether the Ladies
can generate enough depth to make a run in
the NCAC, or even to nationals. “I’m excited to
see all of our players develop during the year,”
head coach Scott Thielke said. “Our first-year
trio of Dasha, Sofia and Anna are going to be
the future of our team, along with the four
sophomores Erika, Ilana, Kayla and Elena. We
are picked as co-favorites with Denison to win
the conference, and I look forward to this contest and conference challenge.”
With a resounding success in their first
tournament, the Ladies will look to continue
in fine form against Centre College on Feb. 17.

Men’s
FRANCIS BYRNE
STAFF WRITER

The Kenyon men’s tennis squad
opened their spring campaign at home
with a series of matches against the University of Northwestern Ohio. It was the
fourth year in a row that the Lords faced
the Racers, having lost the previous three
by only a combined 4 matches. However
on Saturday the Lords were able to buck
that trend, winning the doubles competition and claiming five out of six matches in singles play against the Racers.
The Racers came into the contest
ranked No. 16 by the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA)
in their preseason poll, while the Lords
were ranked at No. 14 among National
Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA)
Division-III teams.
The Kenyon men aimed to prove their
superiority from the first serve, as seniors Nicholas Paolucci and Henry Barrett made quick work of their opponents
in an 8-2 rout. Jacob Zalenski ’20 and
Pascal Lee ’22 followed up Kenyon’s resounding opening victory with a solid
win of their own, besting the opposition 8-6. Finally, Austin Diehl ’20 and
Bryan Yoshino ’21 rounded out Kenyon’s
sweep of the doubles competition with a
tight 8-7 (7-4) victory. “I was kind of nervous during the doubles match, [North-

western Ohio] is a pretty good team and
doubles is always a little weaker for me,”
Diehl said. “It was a little tight, but it was
good to get the win.”
To open singles play, Yoshino swiftly
defeated Duarte Teixeira, one of the two
men he’d just defeated in doubles, 6-2,
6-0. Needing a win to stay alive in the
match and gain momentum, the Racers
turned to Teixeira’s partner, senior Radu
Popa. Coming in as the No. 3 ranked
player in the NAIA, Popa delivered the
Racers their first victory, defeating Zalenski 6-4, 6-3.
It would be their only win that day. The
remaining matches saw only Lords victories. Diehl continued his roll, defeating
Artur Culicovschi 6-3, 6-3. Paolucci was
able to beat his opponent Marcos Salazar,
4-6, 6-3, 12-10, to assure the Lords’ victory with the decisive point for the meet.
Finally, Anatol Doroskevic ’19 claimed a
6-1, 6-2 win over David Ayguavives, and
Barrett was able to close the day with a
6-3, 5-7, 10-7 triumph over Lars Kaplusch.
Due to his success against the Racers,
Diehl was named the North Coast Athletic Conference Player of the Week for
the fourth time in his three year Kenyon
career, as he extended his dual-match
win streak to 22. He has not lost a singles
match in a non-tournament format since
his first year at Kenyon.
The Lords play their next match
against Rhodes College (Tenn.) on Feb.
15 in Gambier.

Lords basketball loses in thriller against the Hiram Terriers
ADAM SCHWAGER
SPORTS EDITOR
JOE WINT
STAFF WRITER

For the Lords basketball team, last
night’s game ended any possibility
for a North Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC) tournament bid as they
fell to the Hiram College Terriers 9894. The road to the tournament had
looked especially bleak since their loss
to the Wittenberg University Tigers
this past Saturday; Wittenberg had
attacked the paint all night, with six
players scoring in the double digits,
and won the game handily 95-67.
The Lords had scored first in the
game on Saturday, but Wittenberg answered immediately with six straight
buckets. The Tigers went on a 21-5

point run led by Matt Balser, who
would go on to collect a team-high 19
points. By halftime, the Lords were
lagging by 17 points.
Throughout the second half, the
Tigers remained in the driver’s seat:
Connor Seipel scored an easy layup at
the 8:47 mark and extended the Wittenberg lead to 35 points, the largest of
the game.
On Wednesday night, the Lords
lost a wild overtime game to Hiram
featured 18 lead changes, with no
team having a lead greater than seven
throughout the entire game.
After taking a slim 43-42 lead at
halftime, the Lords controlled most of
the second half. Hiram only had the
lead for one offensive possession until
the 1:25 mark of the frame. While the
Lords had just given up a seven-point

lead in a two minute sequence that included two lazy turnovers at the top of
the arc, they did not give up in their
pursuit of their first NCAC victory of
the season.
Down by four with 30 seconds
left, the Lords ran down the court and
took advantage of the Hiram team’s
protection of the arc with a quick layup by Elijah Davis ’22. After calling
a timeout, the Lords set up their fullcourt pressure defense and, just as
Hiram thought they’d found an open
man, Davis flew in, jarred the ball
loose, collected it and scored to tie the
game at 85 with 11 seconds left. The
Lords then played solid defense during Hiram’s attempt to win the game,
and, with a last-second half-court
heave, Matt Shifrin ’19 was inches
away from ending the Lords 16-game

NCAC losing streak.
With Shifrin’s miss the game went
into overtime, where it stayed consistently close. Down by one point with
25 seconds left, Ryan O’Neill ’20 was
fouled on a loose ball by the Terriers’
Sherman Cox. Due to the Terriers
only committing nine fouls since the
start of the second half, O’Neill got to
shoot one free throw, and if he made
the first he would earn himself a second. O’Neill, a career 67 percent freethrow shooter, missed the front end
of the 1-and-1, forcing the Lords to
foul Hiram’s Jalen Kirksey. He missed
his first free throw as well, but due to
the Lords accumulating double-digit
fouls he was allowed to shoot another.
He made the second, and the Lords
called a timeout down by two with 17
seconds remaining.

On the ensuing possession, the
Lords found the hot hand in Davis
and were able to isolate one defender
on him on the right side of the court.
Davis beat his defender handily off the
dribble, but a crashing Hiram rim defender forced him to go underneath
the basket and attempt a reverse layup
with two seconds remaining. Davis
missed, the Lords fouled the Terriers
who made both shots, and the game
ended with a final score of 98-94.
The loss officially eliminated the
Lords from competing in the NCAC
tournament for the second year in a
row and also ensured them last place
in the conference. The Lords will have
three more attempts to end their 17game conference losing streak, with
their next shot coming on Feb. 9 at Wabash College.
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Swim and dive extend their multi-year dominance of OWU
Women’s

being able to break Butcher’s record.”
Sammons was not the only member of the swim and dive team to accumulate two first-place finishes; fellow senior Weston Carpenter ’19 won
the 50-yard freestyle with a time of
21.31 and the 100-yard freestyle with a
time of 47.26. Carpenter’s strong performance in the pool secured him the
NCAC Men’s Swimming and Diving
Athlete of the Week award.
In the relays, the Lords’ won the
200-yard medley in a time of 1:34.29,
as well as the 200-yard freestyle with a
time of 1:24.16. Other notable champions for the Lords included Marcus
Hong ’21 in the 100-yard butterfly
with a time of 50.97, Joe Black ’22 in
the 100-yard breaststroke in 59.60 and
Mick Bartholomew ’20 in the 500yard medley with a time of 4:40.95.
“For NCACs, our goal is maximum speed and competitiveness.
Some people have different focuses,
but overall we’re dialed in on being the
very best team we can be right now,”
McCoy said. “Hopefully we leave the
meet with plenty more fast times,
some additional experience in a championship meet scenario and an NCAC
championship trophy.”
The Lords’ focus now shifts to the
NCAC championships. Denison University is the reigning champion, but
the Lords have been runner-ups in the
past 10 consecutive NCAC championship meets.
On Feb. 13, the Lords will travel
to Granville, Ohio for the four-day
NCAC Championship swim meet in
an effort to hoist the trophy.

JACKSON WALD
STAFF WRITER

The Kenyon women’s swim
team ended a two-match losing streak this past Friday with
their defeat of Ohio Wesleyan
University (OWU) 172-52. The
Ladies, who are ranked No. 1 in
the nation by the College Swimming and Diving Coaches Association of America, have now finished all of their regular-season
matches and are preparing for the
North Coast Athletic Conference
(NCAC) Championship.
This victory marks the seventh
year in a row in which the Kenyon College Ladies have defeated
OWU in a head-to-head matchup. During this impressive streak,
the Ladies’ lowest margin of victory was 62 points.
The meet began with the 200yard medley relay, where seniors
Abby Wilson, Caitlin Foley, Hannah Orbach-Mandel and Sophia
Kuvan teamed up to secure a firstplace finish with a time of 1:49.67.
In the 200-yard freestyle,
Wilson finished again in first
place, timing in at 1:54.70. Later
in the meet, Wilson would pick
up her third first-place finish of
the event, winning the 100-yard
backstroke in 59.61.
Celina German ’21 also won
multiple events throughout the
meet, finishing first in the 50yard freestyle (24.91) and the

Celina German ’21 takes a breath during one of her races. German claimed first-place in both the 50yard freestyle and 100-yard freestyle against OWU. | COURTESY OF KENYON COLLEGE ATHLETICS

100-yard freestyle (59.61). Other
Ladies swim victories included:
the 200-yard individual medley,
where Kendall Vanderhoof ’20
finished in 2:11.51; the 100-yard
fly in which Makena Markert ’21
posted a time of 59.84; and the
500-yard freestyle, where Caylee
Hamilton ’21 won with a time of
5:21.12.
In the diving competition,
Myra Miller posted 214.90 points
for the 1-meter board and 231.75
on the 3-meter board.
The Ladies’ next competition,
the NCAC championships, will
begin Feb. 13 at Denison University’s Trumbull Aquatics Center.
The Ladies are looking to follow up on their stellar performance last year, when they won
the event, and secure their 25th
NCAC championship.

Men’s
CHRIS ERDMANN
STAFF WRITER

Last Friday, the Kenyon men’s
swim and dive team traveled to Delaware, Ohio to take on the Battling
Bishops of Ohio Wesleyan University (OWU). They swept the Battling
Bishops in all 13 events, leading them
to a 185-to-27 victory over their conference foe in their last tune-up before
the North Coast Athletic Conference
(NCAC) championships begin next
week in Granville, OH.
“A lot of people swam events who
don’t typically swim, which was good
practice for getting up and racing no
matter the events or circumstances,”
Brooks McCoy ’19 said. “Overall,
we were very competitive and threw
down some fast times.”
Kenyon diver Ryder Sammons ’19

had a record-breaking night, with a
score of 343.10 in the 3-meter competition. This broke the Kenyon record of 335.60 held by John Butcher
’95, which had stood since the ’91-’92
season. The record was tied with two
other Butcher records for the secondoldest Kenyon swimming and diving record, only surpassed by Dennis
Mulvihill’s ’88 1988 200-yard freestyle record of 1:36.63. Sammons also
claimed another first-place finish in
the 1-meter competition with a score
of 274.05 points.
“I only got in two practices that
week prior to going to OWU on Friday, so I was not expecting anything
amazing. However, the atmosphere
of the pool was electric,” Sammons
said. “Having your team cheer you on
really makes a huge difference, and I
definitely credit the excitement that
our team brings to the pool deck to

Ladies basketball wins crucial NCAC battle
With two more wins, Kenyon can clinch top-four seed in the NCAC.
DYLAN GOODWIN
SPORTS EDITOR
ADAM SCHWAGER
SPORTS EDITOR

The Ladies basketball team came
away with their third win in a row
on Wednesday after defeating Hiram
College with a score of 65-55. The
team now holds a 15-7 overall record
and a 9-5 in-conference record.
This important win also places Kenyon ahead of the Wittenberg
University Tigers, who were in third
place and also boast a North Coast
Athletic Conference (NCAC) record
of 9-5. Even though Kenyon and Wittenberg have the same record, Kenyon holds the tiebreaker because they
won both games against the Tigers
earlier this season.
Right from tip-off, the Ladies
played with a sense of urgency
against the Terriers, putting up 20
points in the first quarter on 8 of 18
shots. Paige Matijasich ’20 and Lane
Davis ’19 led the team with six points
apiece. 3-point specialist Grace Connery ’21 added 12 off the bench.
The second quarter proved to be
the most challenging quarter for the
Ladies, as they only managed to score
just 10 points, four of which came

from free throws.
Despite their struggles, the Ladies
only entered the third quarter down
by a score of 34-30. Regardless, Kenyon found their rhythm after halftime and came out hot: The Ladies
scored 35 points over the next two
quarters while holding Hiram to only
21 points.
Matijasich and Davis never slowed
from their first-quarter performance.
Matijasich had another massive game
for the Ladies and registered a double-double with 19 points and 15 rebounds. She scored at an efficient
clip, going 8 of 14 from the field for
an impressive 57 percent. Davis also
had a double-double with 12 points
and 10 rebounds on the night.
The Ladies were able to dominate
Hiram on the boards, grabbing 49 to
Hiram’s 36. Defense and rebounding will be instrumental to the team’s
success in the tournament. There are
a few high-powered offenses in the
conference, and in order to make a
deep run Kenyon will need to prove
they can get stops late in the game.
With only two in-conference
games remaining before the NCAC
tournament, the Ladies seem to have
found their rhythm. In conference
they have only lost five games, with

two close losses against first-place
DePauw University, one tight loss
against rival and second-place Denison University, one tight loss at fifthplace Oberlin College and one blowout loss to the Yeowomen at home.
If they can take care of business by
defeating Ohio Wesleyan University
(5-8 NCAC) at home on Feb. 13 and
Allegheny College (2-11 NCAC) on
the road on Feb. 16, they will clinch a
top four spot in the conference.
More importantly, they would
host a first-round NCAC tournament
game for fourth straight year.
On this 2018-19 team, the Ladies
have a frontrunner for NCAC player
of the year in Matijasich, a former
all-NCAC 2nd team member, Jessica
Gerber ’19, and another Lady currently top 11 in the conference in rebounds, blocks, assists and field goal
percentage in Davis.
This Ladies team appears to have
the pieces to take a serious shot at
the NCAC and try to qualify for the
National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) tournament for the first
time since 2000.
The next game for Kenyon is on
Feb. 9, when they will take on the
Washington and Jefferson College
Presidents at 1 p.m.
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